
Professor Copernicus Hawthorne is 
dead. Professor of  nineteenth-century liter-
ature at Gravesport University for nearly 40 
years, he recently discovered a sheaf  of  man-
uscript papers written by the minor enigmatic 
poet Emily Coldwell. Included in the papers 
were a few pages of  a loose-leaf  diary (the 
rest of  which has been lost), earlier iterations 
and rough drafts of  published poems, and one 
particularly elusive sonnet called “The Red 
House,” which Hawthorne had never seen 
nor heard of. Each Friday afternoon, Haw-
thorne would invite a select group of  graduate 
students to his office to discuss their projects 
over wine and cheese, and he was waiting 
to share this discovery with them. But, not 
more than thirty minutes before their arrival, 
his heart exploded in his chest and Professor 
Hawthorne slumped onto his desk, the sheaf  
of  papers beneath him.

The investigators are his four graduate stu-
dents, each at slightly different stages in their 
careers with their own projects. When they 
arrive, the discovery of  his corpse calls for 
SAN (0/1); what they do next, of  course, is 
up to them. If  they call the police, the cor-
oner will eventually rule his death as a mas-
sive coronary, and you can pick which of  the 
students are bequeathed his papers several 
days later. If  they investigate immediately, 
they discover the poem Hawthorne had been 
reading at the time of  his death, “The Red 
House” (Handout 1), and possibly Haw-
thorne’s notes on Coldwell, with either Spot 
Hidden or Hard Library Use. Hawthorne’s 
personal notes mention a monograph he 
seems extremely familiar with (see Finding 
Red House), and notes that he has been 
incapable of  finding Coldwell’s grave in any 
of  the local cemeteries. Her death date, he 
has surmised, is entirely hypothetical. Three 
hours with the sheaf  of  papers finds the dia-
ry pages, an entry from October 1895; Cold-
well describes dreaming of  a red light, and 
having an imaginary world to play in, a feeling 
she had not had since being a little girl.

Emily Coldwell
As well as a poet, Coldwell in her day was a 

powerful sorceress to an Elder God, the name of  
which she never discovered. None of her opera-
tions as a cultist are public knowledge, but there is 
some information which the investigators can gain 
via Library Use or similar ability (see “Finding 
Red House”), depending on how they approach 
the investigation. None of them have heard more 
about her than perhaps a passing mention.

Finding Red House
●	 Library Use in the Gravesport Public 

Library gives Coldwell’s dates of  birth 
and death (1859-1904), as well as the titles 
of  her three, slim volumes of  poetry: The 
Sands of  Irem, Birth of  the Universe I, and Birth 
of  the Universe II. It takes either a full day 
of  research or an Extreme success to track 

down each poem in the notes Hawthorne 
discovered. All are accounted for, in some 
version, in each of  these volumes, except 
for “The Red House.”

●	 Library Use at the Gravesport University 
Library finds that they only own a copy of  
Birth of  the Universe II, but also discovers a 
short monograph on Emily Coldwell’s life 
written by none other than Copernicus 
Hawthorne, albeit nearly 50 years prior, 
when he was a student at the University of  
Washington in Seattle. In this book they 
learn that Coldwell never left Gravesport 
in her lifetime; was known for walking the 
hills around the town and disappearing 
into the forests for days at a time; owned 
no property in her lifetime, moving from 
rental to rental; and refused to sit for por-
traits or photographs, so that no visual 
record of  her exists.

●	 Appraise, or a suitable interpersonal roll, 
at the city records bureau finds no record 
of  property ownership under the name 
Coldwell. A hard Library Use, Spot 
Hidden, or other appropriate skill, notes 
a late nineteenth-century map of  Graves-
port hanging on one wall. On Copper 
Street, a building with the name “The 
Fuzzy Hen Saloon” catches their eye: if  
necessary, an INT roll can connect this to 
the third line of  the sonnet, “those who 
would whisper and arouse,” and suggests 
that if  the Red House was a real location, 
it would likely have been nearby.

● Be creative in doling out this information 
to the investigators. If  they visit other 
locations, you can find unique ways to di-
vide these leads up among those locales 
instead of  those we have listed. Especial-
ly if  the players get creative and begin 
mining Handout 1: “The Red House” for 
clues, invent locations around Graves-
port for them to investigate. Perhaps 
line 5, “coroners,” suggests they visit the 
Phillippa Mortuary.

When they discover the Red House, it 
seems like little more than a post-Recon-
struction home built in a modest clapboard 
style. It sits on Copper Street, not far from 
the former location of  the Fuzzy Hen Sa-
loon (now the Copper Mine Apartments). It 
is easy to miss, tucked back from the side-
walk and the road, with a tall white oak tree 
that overhangs the driveway and partially 
obscures the front elevation. Nevertheless, it 
is obviously the subject of  Coldwell’s poem: 
it is two stories with a round corner tower, 
and was once painted red—the flecks of  
its former paint job are still visible, though 
much of  it has chipped away. Architecture 
or Hard History can tell that it is older than 
the houses surrounding it and was likely built 
during Gravesport’s Gold Rush in the 1880s. 
The house is in disrepair, shingles have fallen, 
a few first-story windows are boarded over, 
and the yard is overgrown with thorny weeds.

Inside Red House
Gaining access to the house is easy, with 

either a simple Strength check or by look-
ing for an unlocked window. If  they crawl 
in through the unlocked window over the 
kitchen sink, they notice a hanging piece of  
stained glass with a spiraling design, almost 
like a dreamcatcher.

Several horrors await inside the Red 
House, beyond the stained glass pieces (see 
The Glass House, below). 
●	 Spot Hidden or Architecture notes wa-

ter damage on one of  the load-bearing 
walls, with thick cracks coursing down 
it. Pointing a flashlight into the cracks, 
there is obviously something inside. Inside 
the wall is a corpse, partially mummified, 
that has crumbled on the floor (SAN 
0/1D3). One long boot still hangs from 
a slipknot in a rope tied to the ceiling: 
this person was suspended upside down 
inside the wall, and claw marks on the in-
side (Spot Hidden) reveal that she was 
plastered up inside while still alive. 

● Very little art graces the house, but there 
is a portrait of  a woman with flaming red 
hair in a dress the color of  blood, stand-
ing on the shore of  Gravesport, with the 
Pacific behind her—INT notices that 
there is a black tower out in the sea of  
the portrait, apparently a lighthouse, that 
does not exist in the actual Gravesport 
harbor. It should take very little reason-
ing to deduce that this is Emily Coldwell. 
Staring at the portrait for any length of  
time causes headaches and nausea, and 
anyone who stays in this room for more 
than ten minutes should make a CON 
roll or begin retching.

● In a locked closet with a rotten door 
(Locksmith, Strength with a Bonus die, 
or finding the key amidst detritus in the 
kitchen with Spot Hidden) sits an antique 
wooden crib with piles of  old, moth-eat-
en baby clothes. Even a cursory inspection 
deduces that the clothes were for children 
of  different sizes and genders; anyone who 
digs through these garments finds a thin 
piece of  soft leather, on which, in a deli-
cate hand, is inked the sonnet, “The Red 

House.” And yes, Biology recognizes the 
origin of  this leather as either pig… or hu-
man (SAN 1/1D6). Hard Biology realizes 
that it is pig, and no SAN roll is required.

The Glass House
Coldwell called this building the Red House 

not because of  the red paint that once graced 
its exterior, but from the strange stained glass 
pieces—each unique and idiosyncratic—that 
once hung from each window. Now only three 
hang from windows around the house, but a 
pile of  them waits in an upstairs bedroom, 
one still for each window, including those that 
have been boarded up (the boards will need 
to be removed for the characters to fulfill the 
ceremony). Each window has a hook screwed 
into the molding for the glass to hang from 
(noticed with Spot Hidden, or by explicitly 
examining one of  the windows). There are 
fifteen windows in the house; when all have a 
piece of  glass hung from them, the light filter-
ing through fades from golden yellow (during 
the day) or pale white (at night) to a bloody 
maroon, and the house fills with this disgust-
ing red illumination.

The house is a vehicle for traveling to 
Coldwell’s private world—whether her own 
corner of  the Dreamlands, or a private cove 
of  Carcosa, who can say—where Coldwell 
would spend weeks at a time, communing 
with the entities there and collecting material 
for her poetry. Exiting the house, the inves-
tigators are struck by the scene of  a black 
night sky—yet full of  stars, somehow, that 
are a deeper dark than the night itself  (SAN 
1/1D6). The house now sits in a gray and 
ashen pit, surrounded on three sides by rocky 
cliffs; the front “yard” slopes down and away 
to a tremulous ocean that seems to spit foam.

To Escape...
...the investigators will need to reach the 

black tower depicted in the portrait of  Em-
ily Coldwell, train its light on the Red House, 
and place all of  the stained glass pieces at right 
angles (perpendicular) to their respective win-
dows. They may discover this one of  two ways:

Emily Coldwell
Emily Coldwell is not dead, but dreaming. 

Her tomb/sleeping chamber waits in the gar-
den of  the Red House once it has entered 
her world. Inside the tomb is the woman 
from the portrait, looking about 45, though 
she was born in 1859. Her eyes are open 
but unseeing (a thin layer of  dust sits on her 
eyeballs, SAN 0/1). She can be easily shak-
en awake, however. Conversation with her is 
dreamy and confused (“Are you the dead?” 
she asks), but she can instruct them well 
enough on how to return. With any aggres-
sive actions taken toward her or the house, 
Coldwell becomes a deadly adversary (choose 
her spells from the Keeper’s Rulebook with the 
utmost cruelty).

Copernicus Hawthorne
Who knows why Copernicus Hawthorne 

has become trapped here? Perhaps from 
reading “The Red House” at the very mo-
ment of  his death. Hawthorne tills the gray 
dirt behind the house, apparently toiling 
without end. He seems to believe that he 
is planting a red, red rose bush. He is less 
certain in the method to return, but knows 
that “certain angles must be achieved” and 
that “there is a source of  light here… true 
light, and not just these miserable stars.” If  
the investigators attempt to return with him 
to their world, they can—there are now two 
Copernicus Hawthorne’s, this one, and his 
corpse. Someone’s attention will be gained by 
this turn of  events, however...

The Lighthouse
A boat sits on the shore, as though await-

ing them. Invent cruel experiences for the 
investigators on their way to the lighthouse. 
Here are some ideas:

● Beasts in the shape of  sharks but with 
ragged, hanging flesh attack their boat 
(use Zombie statistics).

● Reaching the lighthouse, the steps are cy-
clopean, and the round angles of  the tow-
er’s interior sometimes seem convex when 
they should be concave. Reaching the top 
becomes a terrible race against insanity.

● The lighthouse lantern holds a burned 
human head that had been coated in wax 
and used as a candle (SAN 1/1D6). This 
head has been “burned out,” is unus-
able… but a bucket of  fresh wax waits 
in one corner.

Perhaps the investigators survive their cu-
riosity to return to Gravesport and their ca-
reers… perhaps they join for all eternity the 
resident poet of… 

The Red House.

The
Red

House
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